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Truma Combi CP plus
with digital control panel
Truma Combi has been providing maximum flexibility for more than 15 years. It has become the best-selling
motorhome heating system. Year after year, campers across Europe rely on the high reliability and comfort
of Truma heating systems. This success story is now being continued: the Combi has been further developed
and improved

C

ompact, efficient, reliable – this is the
recipe for success of the Truma
Combi heater. It cleverly combines
heating and warm water in one device and
has been the best-selling heating device for
caravans ad motorcaravans for years. Now
Truma has launched a new Combi generation: The Truma Combi CP plus with a digital
LCD control panel. It offers much greater
operating ease and a large array of new functions that ensure you a pleasant climate in
your vehicle. The focus here is the new
display, which can be operated intuitively
thanks to the central control button. "This
turn and press controller, which is used to
control the menu and select settings, comes
from the automotive sector for example in
navigation systems," explains product manager Nadja Hazzam. "We cooperated with best-agers
when developing the new
display and have focused on
ensuring that the figures and
symbols displayed are large
and clearly legible, and that
the brightness can be set to
meet the user's requirements."
It is now possible to set the
room temperature precisely –
in 1°C steps. "Instead of, as
in the past, setting the heater to level 3 (corresponds to approx. 22°C), you can now
select 22°C precisely on the control panel.
Another advantage: It is possible to calibrate
the heater's temperature sensor on the control panel thereby achieving exactly the temperature you want even more precisely.
"Depending on where it is installed, it the
temperature sensor may measure a different
temperature, possibly a few degrees colder,
than inside the vehicle. You can compensate
this difference easily by calibrating the temperature sensor and setting the room climate to meet your own warmth needs or the
size of your vehicle,"says Nadja Hazzam.
The new fan output of the Truma Combi CP
plus can also be set individually allowing
more convenience and comfort. "The customer can choose between the levels Eco,
High, Boost and the circulating air function
Vent on the display, thereby allowing a quieter, power-saving or higher-performance
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heating level." The boost function in particular heats up the room 15% more quickly
ensuring a pleasant room climate in no time.
There is also a boost function for the boiler
that allows fast targeted heating of the

water. With the water boost function, the
priority lies on the heating up of the water
during 40 minutes. This guarantees longer
showers with shorter waiting times. All convenience functions can be set easily and con-

Retrofit option Truma CP plus

M

ore operating ease, more individuality, a more pleasant climate: the new
Truma Combi heater stands out thanks to the many new functions and benefits. Customers with existing Truma Combi devices in their vehicles do not
need to go without this added comfort: Truma now offers a retrofit option that can be
used to upgrade all Combi heater series produced since 2007. "All that you need to do
is fit the CP plus control panel and exchange the control unit PCB of the heater,"
explains project manager Stephan Koch. The customer can obtain the new LCD display
Truma CP plus including a 12 V connection and a 6 m control panel cable from our dealers. The PCB is not included in the package, this is replaced directly by the Truma dealer or service partner. "This is to ensure that the installation is carried out by a professional and that the heater works correctly".

Exhibitions: Caravan Salon, Düsseldorf - Scandinavian Caravan Show, Jönköping, Sweden Caravanmessen Lillestrom, Norway - Caravan Fair Lahti, Finland - Hamburger Caravan Tage, Horn Salone del Camper, Parma - Salon des Véhicules de Loisirs, Paris - Motorhome & Caravan Show, Birmingham Caravan Salon Austria, Wels - Suisse Caravan Salon, Bern - Touristik & Caravaning International, Leipzig

veniently thanks to the new timer. "For example, you can program
the reduction of the temperature at night or the water boost one
hour before you need to get up. This ensures a perfect room temperature at night for sleeping and immediate warm water for your morning shower," says Hazzam. The new Truma heater also has other
benefits: Thanks to the LCD display, it is easier to diagnose problems.
"Flash codes have been replaced with error codes comprising letters
and digits to facilitate troubleshooting." And that is not all: The
Truma Aventa and Saphir air conditioning units can also be controlled via the new display. "We have bundled all heating and cooling
functions of the Truma devices into one central control panel," says
Hazzam. All-in-all a successful package for more convenience, individuality and comfort in recreational vehicles. The new Truma Combi
CP plus is available as a gas heater (Combi 4 and 6), as a gas/electro
version (Combi 4 E und 6 E) and diesel heater. In addition to the
Combi D 6, there is now, for the first time, a model with an electrical rod that allows heating either with diesel or power or a mixture
of both.

Easier installation
of the Cowl and robust valves
Easier installation of the Cowl (Combi Gas)
More flexibility when positioning the wall cowl due to the extension of the maximum exhaust duct length to 200 cm.
The exhaust duct is mounted to the wall cowl by means of an
exhaust duct clip (1). This therefore also alters the wall cowl (2).
Soiling with oil is largely avoided
Thanks to the two upward facing domes (4) on the solenoid valve

Company Profile

T

ruma Gerätetechnik GmbH &
Co. KG is the innovative system
supplier for motorcaravans, caravans and mobile applications. This
traditional company offers "more
comfort on the road" and a comprehensive product portfolio in the
fields of heating systems, air conditioning systems, gas and power supplies, and water comfort. Truma
stands out thanks to the high quality
of its products, the exemplary service and close proximity to its customers. The headquarters and production site are located in Putzbrunn
near Munich. Truma also has offices
in Great Britain, Italy and Sweden
and has an agency in China. The
company has a workforce of 500
employees.
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